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QUESTION 1

Which of the following TWO statements are FALSE? 

A. The HTTP log file can be pushed to a remote FTP server in compressed format 

B. The Messages log file can be pushed to a remote FTP server at scheduled intervals 

C. The HTTP log file cannot be pushed to a remote HTTPS server at scheduled intervals. 

D. The Messages log file cannot be pushed to a remote FTP server in compressed format. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

Which one is the CLI equivalent command for installing, committing, and rebooting a NetCache software image from the
NetCache GUI assuming the server path is http://10.1.1.1/nc-image.zip? 

A. install http://10.1.1.1/nc-image.zip 

B. download -i -c -r http://10.1.1.1/nc-image.zip 

C. install -dcr http://10.1.1.1/nc-image.zip 

D. download -icr http://10.1.1.1/nc-image.zip 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Network Appliance field alerts _______ and _________. 

A. are available at "www.netapp.com" 

B. may be received via email 

C. are available at "now.netapp.com" 

D. replace autosupport 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

The NetCache appliance may be used for all of the following EXCEPT _____. 

A. HTTP URL filtering 



B. SMTP proxy 

C. DNS caching 

D. NFS caching 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

The backup/restore options in the Maintenance section of the Appliance Manager are used to backup and restore _____
. 

A. log files only 

B. configuration files only 

C. log files and configuration files 

D. specified cached data 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

The system messages are _____ . 

A. written to a log file that can be rotated at scheduled intervals 

B. printed on the console and can be sent in "real time" to a remote syslog server 

C. written to a log file that can be rotated at any time 

D. written to a log file that can be pushed to a remote FTP server at scheduled intervals 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

A packet trace captured by the NetCache can ____ . 

A. be sent to another host in real time 

B. capture traffic to/from a specific IP address 

C. be stored only on disk 

D. capture traffic to/from a specific port number 

Correct Answer: B 



 

QUESTION 8

Assuming user Betty is a member of the Engineering group , which statement most accurately describes what would
happen if she made a request for www.microsoft.com considering the following ACL policy? auth any allow group Execs
deny group Engineering and smartfilter gambling deny any 

A. The request is successful. 

B. The request is denied because of a Smartfilter match. 

C. The request is denied. 

D. The request is successful but redirected to a gambling website. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

To open a Network Appliance support ticket, you must access ____ at the NOW site. 

A. Submit a RMA 

B. Submit a BURT 

C. Submit a Case 

D. Submit a support ticket 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Which one of the following is the correct command to download software to the NetCache? 

A. install -dc 

B. download -dl 

C. set software -dc 

D. config install -dl 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

If the auth ftp command is used in a proxy configured environment, the appliance will _____ . 

A. allow FTP requests and execute the remaining FTP ACLs 



B. authenticate all FTP requests 

C. allow FTP requests and bypass the remaining FTP ACLs enable/disable FTP over HTTPS 

D. ignore ACLs for FTP over HTTP 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which one of the following NetCache appliances has a maximum storage capacity of 504G Bytes? 

A. C1200 

B. C2100 

C. C6200 

D. All the above 

Correct Answer: B 
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